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ABSTRACT: The performance of the automatic speaker recognition (ASR) system BatvoxTM (Version 4.1) has 
been tested with a male population of 24 monozygotic (MZ) twins, 10 dizygotic (DZ) twins, 8 non-twin siblings 
and 12 unrelated speakers (aged 18–52 with Standard Peninsular Spanish as their mother tongue). Since the cep-
stral features in which this ASR system is based depend largely on anatomical–physiological foundations, we 
hypothesized that such features ought to be gene-dependent. Therefore, higher similarity values should be found 
in MZ twins (100% shared genes) than in DZ twins, in brothers (B) or in a reference population of unrelated 
speakers (US). 
Results corroborated the expected decreasing scale MZ > DZ > B > US since the similarity coefficients yielded by 
the automatic system for these speakers decreased exactly in the same direction as the kinship degree of the four 
speaker groups diminishes. This suggests that the system features are to a great extent genetically conditioned and 
that they are hence useful and robust for comparing speech samples of known and unknown origin, as found in legal 
cases. Furthermore, the 9.9% EER (Equal Error Rate) obtained when testing MZ pairs lies around the same value 
(11% EER) found in Künzel (2010) with German twins. 
Keywords: forensic phonetics; twins; siblings; automatic speaker recognition; Spanish.
RESUMEN: Reconocimiento automático de locutor con hermanos españoles: hermanos gemelos (monozigóticos y 
dizigóticos) y no gemelos.– Hemos utilizado el sistema de reconocimiento automático BatvoxTM (versión 4.1) con 
una población de hablantes masculinos compuesta de 24 gemelos monocigóticos, 10 gemelos dicigóticos, 8 herma-
nos no gemelares y 12 hablantes no emparentados (edades comprendidas entre 18 y 52 años, con español centrope-
ninsular como lengua materna). Puesto que los parámetros cepstrales en los que se basa BatvoxTM dependen en gran 
medida de las bases anatómicas y fisiológicas del tracto vocal del hablante, se propuso que estos debían estar influen-
ciados genéticamente. 
Esta hipótesis se pudo corroborar, puesto que los coeficientes de similitud arrojados por el sistema automático decre-
cen exactamente en la misma dirección en la que disminuye el grado de parentesco de las parejas de hablantes, es 
decir: gemelos monocigóticos, dicigóticos, hermanos no gemelares y hablantes no emparentados. Esto es, los geme-
los monocigóticos obtuvieron valores más altos que los dicigóticos; estos, a su vez, mayores que los hermanos no 
gemelares, y, finalmente, estos últimos mayores que los hablantes no emparentados. 
Estos resultados sugieren que los parámetros en los que está basado este sistema de reconocimiento están condi-
cionados en gran medida por aspectos genéticos y, por tanto, resultan útiles y robustos para la comparación de 
muestras de voz dubitadas e indubitadas que encontramos en un caso típicamente forense. Por otro lado, el EER 
(Equal Error Rate) del 9 % que se obtuvo en las comparaciones exclusivamente de gemelos monocigóticos supo-
ne un valor muy similar al hallado en estudios anteriores con gemelos monocigóticos alemanes, como Künzel 
(2010): EER del 11 %.
Palabras clave: fonética judicial; gemelos; reconocimiento automático; español.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.  The forensic relevance of twins and non-twin 
siblings
It is widely acknowledged that distinguishing twins po-
ses a major challenge in the field of forensics because these 
individuals are physically very similar. For instance, bio-
metrics such as fingerprints (Jain, Prabhakar & Pankanti, 
2002) or palmprints (Kong, Zhang & Lu, 2006) have often 
been investigated in twins to study the subtle differences 
frequently observed between them. Similarly, researchers 
have investigated behavioral characteristics of twins such 
as handwriting (Srihari, Huang, & Srinivasan, 2008). In the 
same way that handwriting depends on physiology as 
much as on behavioral factors like training and habits, the 
foundations of speaker recognition are largely grounded on 
the idea that a voice is determined not only by anatomical 
structure but also by nonbiological or behavioral factors. 
These factors include mainly social or dialectal aspects but 
other environmental influences are possible. Nolan and Oh 
(1996, p. 39) highlighted that aspects of personal voice 
quality are determined by anatomical inheritance, mimic-
king traits from other people, or else, they are arbitrarily 
chosen in order to mark someone’s personality. This orga-
nic-learned dichotomy (Nolan, 1997; Nolan & Oh, 1996) 
may be a good translation in phonetic terms of the well-
known nature–nurture dichotomy, first outlined by Sir 
Francis Galton in 1875 (Galton 1875, in Segal 1993, p. 45). 
This distinction, nature vs. nurture, has resulted in 
fruitful twin research in many disciplines, where heritabi-
lity or concordance rates are calculated for certain traits 
in order to determine whether these could be genetically 
influenced. This happens when there is greater similarity 
on that trait between monozygotic (MZ) twin pairs than 
between dizygotic (DZ) twins. MZ twin pairs share 100% 
of their alleles and DZ twins, on average, share only half 
their genetic information, whereas both types of twin 
pairs share essentially the same prenatal and postnatal en-
vironments (Stromswold 2006, p. 334). This is the essen-
ce of the classical twin design, which requires that an im-
portant assumption be made: the equal environment 
assumption (EEA), i.e., it is assumed that the two twin 
types have similar environmental experience.1 A number 
of studies have investigated the differences in MZ and 
DZ twins to assess the effect of genetic factors in voice 
(see Section 1.2), but—to the best of our knowledge—the 
joint consideration of MZ, DZ and non-twin siblings2 has 
not been approached in phonetic studies before. 
Acknowledging the existence of these two “forces”, 
i.e., nature and nurture (alternatively also referred to as or-
ganic and learned factors, respectively) to explain the (dis)
similarities between twins does not mean that their relative 
influence or importance can be clearly separated. Moreo-
ver, there is a third element, epigenetics, which is often ne-
glected in twins’ studies even though it usually comes into 
play to explain how changes in gene expression caused by 
mechanisms other than changes in the underlying DNA se-
quence can cause divergence in twins, which may account 
for strikingly dissimilarities between MZ twins. See, for 
instance, how a particular epigenetic process called DNA 
methylation (Martino et al. 2013; Philips, 2008) is reported 
to make the expression of genes weaker or stronger. 
A recent study (Felson, 2014) has aimed at undertaking a 
comprehensive evaluation of the EEA, which has often 
caused some skepticism amongst researchers. Felson presents 
evidence that suggests that neither extreme of the opposing 
views is correct, and that the truth lies somewhere in the mid-
dle. In other words, it seems that although environmental 
similarity may not have been adequately measured in some 
sociology-related twin studies, “the resulting bias is likely 
modest” (p. 184). Therefore it could be argued that despite its 
limitations twin research is still greatly encouraged nowadays 
to shed light on the interplay of genetic and environmental 
factors. Particularly referring to the difficult task of searching 
for genetic influences of the voice, Sataloff (1995) pointed out 
that “the complexities of genetic research in humans have left 
most of the relevant questions unanswered” (p. 17).
Studies on twins’ voices are undertaken for at least 
two main reasons. On the one hand, this type of studies 
can reveal—for the investigated voice characteristics—
how the results of pairwise comparisons vary depending 
of the type of speaker considered. The comparison is usu-
ally between MZ twins and DZ twins; San Segundo 
(2014) also proposed drawing comparisons against non-
twin siblings and unrelated speakers. The genetic influ-
ence of the analyzed voice characteristics is apparent 
when higher similarity is observed in MZ twins than in 
DZ twins, non-twin siblings or unrelated speakers. On the 
other hand, the relevance of twin studies to Forensic Pho-
1 From the EEA we can draw that the excess of similarity (for an investigated parameter) exhibited by MZ twins that is not present in DZ 
pairs must be due to genetic causes. Although we have taken advantage of this principle for our study, a strict application of the twin 
methodology would require the use of heritability estimates or concordance rates, in which the expected elevated similarity in MZs over DZs 
is often reported, depending on whether it is a continuous or a dichotomous trait (see Tomblin & Buckwalter, 1998).
2 Monozygotic twins (also called identical) develop from one zygote that splits and forms two embryos, while dizygotic (also called fra-
ternal) develop from two separate eggs that are fertilized by two separate sperm cells (Del Abril Alonso et al., 2009, p. 90). Full brothers are 
male siblings with the same father and the same mother.
3 A definition of Forensic Phonetics has been provided by different authors (e.g., Jessen, 2008; Künzel, 1994; Nolan, 1997; Rose, 2002). 
What all these definitions have in common is that they specify for the discipline of Phonetics the general definition of Forensics as the appli-
cation of scientific knowledge to legal problems. Forensic Phonetics would then be the application of Phonetics aimed at solving any type of 
legal issue (see San Segundo, 2014). One of the most typical forensic cases where a phonetic expert is involved is one in which has to compa-
re the voice of an offender (i.e., speech samples of an unknown speaker) with the voice of a suspect or several suspects (i.e., speech samples 
of known origin). It is widely accepted nowadays to refer to this kind of task as Forensic Speaker Comparison (FSC). Other possible tasks 
which a phonetician may be requested to perform for forensic purposes are described, for instance, in Foulkes and French (2012).
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netics3 in particular lies in the search for robust4 voice 
characteristics that could facilitate the discrimination of 
very similar speakers.5 Hence, these four speaker groups 
(MZ twins, DZ twins, non-twin siblings and unrelated 
speakers) are proposed for testing the performance of a 
speaker-comparison system. As can be observed, the two 
highlighted aspects are strongly linked, since a set of 
characteristics may be robust for speaker comparison as 
far as they are maximally influenced by the speaker’s ge-
netic endowment and minimally due to learned factors, 
the latter favoring voice disguise or imitation. The pre-
dominance of genes over environment is clearly related to 
the two most repeated (and probably important) criteria in 
the identification of characteristics for Forensic Speaker 
Comparison (FSC), namely that these characteristics 
should be as consistent as possible for each speaker (low 
within-speaker variability) and that they should exhibit 
large variation amongst speakers (high between-speaker 
variability). Among others, these criteria were already 
outlined by Wolf (1972) and Nolan (1983) in the phonetic 
realm, but they also appear in the literature specifically 
related to automatic speaker recognition (ASR). For ex-
ample, Kinnunen and Li (2010) refer to the same charac-
teristics for an ideal ASR system. 
1.2. Literature review: twins and ASR
From a literature review of around 30 voice-related 
twin studies (San Segundo, 2014), we can draw some in-
teresting conclusions. For instance, it seems that previous 
phonetic studies focusing on twins have aimed at basica-
lly one of the following objectives (see San Segundo, 
2015): (a) trying to find a genetic component in the varia-
tion of certain voice characteristics by searching differen-
ces between MZ and DZ twin pairs (e.g., Debruyne, De-
coster, Van Gijsel, & Vercammen, 2002; Przybyla, Horii, 
& Crawford, 1992) or else, in a forensic scenario, (b) 
creating a system capable of discriminating between MZ 
and DZ twins (e.g., Forrai & Gordos, 1983) or, more fre-
quently, testing whether it is possible to distinguish a 
speaker from his/her co-twin (e.g., Ariyaeeinia, Morrison, 
Malegaonkar, & Black, 2008; Homayounpour & Chollet, 
1995; Künzel, 2010; Loakes, 2006; Nolan & Oh, 1996; 
Scheffer, Bonastre, Ghio, & Teston 2004). For a thorough 
discussion of the results derived from previous twin stu-
dies, see San Segundo (2014), where previous works 
have been classified in four groups depending on whether 
they represent perceptual, acoustic, articulatory or auto-
matic (ASR) approaches. 
While most of the studies undertaken from an acous-
tic perspective focus on traditional phonetic characteris-
tics, as described in Künzel (2011) and Rose (2006)—for 
example, fundamental frequency (f0), formant patterns or 
temporal characteristics such as word duration, vowel du-
ration or Voice Onset Time (VOT)—, research into laryn-
geal features and phonation characteristics derived from 
the glottal waveform has been very limited. Classical dis-
tortion characteristics such as jitter and shimmer have 
only occasionally been explored in twins (van Lierde, 
Vinck, De Ley, Clement, & Van Cauwenberge 2005; Wei-
rich & Lancia, 2011). More recently, some investigations 
on twins’ voices (San Segundo, 2012; San Segundo & 
Gómez-Vilda, 2013; San Segundo 2014; San Segundo & 
Gómez-Vilda, 2015) have analyzed a considerably larger 
number of glottal features, on the basis of the voice analy-
sis methodology described in Gómez-Vilda et al. (2007), 
which relies on the decoupling of the vocal tract from the 
glottal source estimates.
If we focus on ASR studies in particular, this approach 
to twins’ voices has not been extensively developed, in 
comparison with other acoustic studies investigating spe-
cific segmental features. The main objectives of the ASR 
studies reviewed in San Segundo (2014) are one of the 
following: (a) comparing the performance of ASR sys-
tems with the ability of familiar and non-familiar listeners 
to discriminate twins (Homayounpour & Chollet, 1995); 
(b) testing if an ASR system is able to detect correctly the 
twin pair of a speaker (Scheffer et al. 2004), or (c) in ge-
neral, testing the intra-speaker, inter-speaker and intra-
pair similarity of twins, for example in terms of Likeli-
hood Ratios (LRs) or similarity coefficients. In this last 
research line we find two recent studies, namely Kim 
(2010) and Künzel (2010). Since both use the same ASR 
system that we are using in our study, we will devote an 
important part of this section to the description of their 
objectives and main findings.
Kim (2010) studied 22 Korean female twin pairs (17 
MZ, including one triplet and five DZ) using Agnitio 
Voice Biometrics’ BatvoxTM (Version 3.0). Two different 
speaking styles—text reading and spontaneous inter-
view—were used. The results of this investigation 
showed that every twin speaker was correctly identified 
in the same speaking style condition (when models and 
test files were read speech). According to the author, this 
would suggest that, at least in ASR, the same speaking 
style setting should be provided in order to get more con-
fident results. Noteworthy of this study is also that in 
nine out of 22 pairs, intra-twin LRs in the same speaking 
style condition were higher than intra-speaker LRs in di-
4 Robustness is usually associated to a degradation factor, and could be defined as the reluctance of a system to lose performance when 
certain degradation factor is present. For our study, genetic similarity is seen as the degradation factor. 
5 While the typical question that a forensic phonetician has to answer in a FSC case is: “How much more likely the magnitude of the 
difference between samples is if they came from the same speaker than from different speakers?” (Rose, 2002, p. 89), in the case of si-
blings’ voices the question would have to be formulated in a slightly different way. For example, as pointed out by Feiser (2009), “not 
uncommonly the question posed in court is whether a given unknown recording could have been spoken by the subject’s brother(s) instead 
of the subject himself. Other than being a possible legal strategy, this question suggests itself because siblings often have similar sounding 
voices” (2009, p. 1). 
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fferent speaking style condition. This situation is highly 
undesirable in a forensic context, where inter-speaker va-
riation should be larger than intra-speaker variation 
(Wolf, 1972).
Künzel (2010) is the most recent study on automatic 
speaker recognition in which a Bayes-based system 
(BatvoxTM, Version 3.1) was used to calculate LR distri-
butions for inter-speaker, intra-pair and intra-speaker 
comparisons. A total of 35 German MZ pairs (26 female 
and nine male) participated in this study and two different 
tests were designed. In the first one, both target voices 
consisted of the same read text, while in the second one 
the speaker models were built from spontaneous speech 
samples but read speech samples were used as targets. 
The results showed that in the first experiment the auto-
matic system allowed a perfect distinction of each mem-
ber of a male twin pair (i.e., 0% of Equal Error Rate; 
EER) and 0.5% EER for female twin pairs. In the second 
experiment, the EER rose to 11% for male twin pairs and 
4.4% for female twin pairs. These values represent the 
crossover point in the Tippett plot for the inter-speaker/
intra-speaker LR distributions. However, the results for 
female twins are worse when considering intra-pair/intra-
speaker distributions (19% EER in the first experiment 
and 48% EER for the second experiment). Therefore, the 
performance of the system was clearly superior for male 
than for female voices. The author’s explanation for this 
phenomenon is that “as a consequence of the higher fun-
damental frequency of female voices the spacing of the 
harmonics is less dense than for male voices, which in 
turn yields less speech sound- and speaker information in 
the spectrum” (Künzel, 2010, p. 270). This becomes clea-
rer if we bear in mind that the spectrum is used for the 
extraction of the mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients 
(MFCCs), which are the features this automatic system 
used is based upon.
Finally, references to siblings’ voices within an auto-
matic approach are almost inexistent except for the study 
of Charlet and Lecha (2007), which tested a text-depen-
dent speaker recognition system with 33 families, finding 
that the son was highly confused with his brother. The 
implication is that someone could be a good impostor of 
his brother, making this type of speakers especially rele-
vant in forensic studies and thus justifying not only the 
study of twins but also of non-twin siblings.
2. DATA AND METHOD
This section provides some details about the subjects 
recruited for this investigation, the data collection 
method and the characteristics of the speech samples 
analyzed. The methodology for carrying out the speaker 
comparison is also described, including the different 
stages of the automatic system BatvoxTM as well as a 
description of the method for the measurement of sys-
tem performance.
2.1. Data collection
This investigation is part of a larger research project 
(San Segundo, 2014); more details about the corpus of 
twin and non-twin subjects can be found in San Segundo 
(2013b, 2014). The automatic analysis that we present 
here is based on speech samples extracted from the fifth 
corpus task: informal interview with the researcher.
2.1.1. Subjects and recording characteristics
Our corpus of speakers is made up of 24 MZ twins, 
10 DZ twins, eight brothers and 12 unrelated speakers 
with no kinship relationship (friends or work collea-
gues). The importance of the first three speaker types 
has been explained in the introduction. The fourth group 
of speakers was recruited with the aim of creating a re-
ference population, whose relevance for Likelihood-Ra-
tio-based forensic studies has been acknowledged on 
numerous occasions in the literature (Morrison, 2010).6 
Friends or work colleagues were preferred instead of 
complete strangers in order to match as closely as possi-
ble the speaking style found in the conversations bet-
ween brothers, characterized by their spontaneity due to 
a long-term relationship. The age of the speakers ranged 
between 18–52 years (mean: 28.96). The age difference 
between the brothers in each pair varied between four 
and 11 years. They were all male speakers of North-
Central Peninsular Spanish with no speech pathologies 
or hearing difficulties. All speakers were recorded on 
two different occasions in order to account for intra-
speaker variability. These two recording sessions were 
separated by 2–3 weeks, which served to obtain non-
contemporaneous speech samples. 
Participants came in pairs (either with their twin or 
friend) to the recording sessions, which took place in the 
Phonetics Laboratory of the Spanish National Research 
Council. They were recorded with omnidirectional con-
denser microphones (head-mounted device) with flat fre-
quency response. Recording specifications were: 44,1 
kHz sample rate, 16-bit resolution and mono channel. 
Speakers were recorded in two different (acoustically iso-
lated) rooms where they could communicate via landline 
telephone for certain cooperative tasks. Even though the 
recordings are high quality (telephone-degraded at a later 
stage), this set-up replicated forensic realistic conditions 
6 Eventually, a cohort of 31 Spanish male speakers was used as background population (spontaneous conversation and high-quality recor-
dings), coming from BatvoxTM databases (see Section 2.2.1) because a minimum of 25 speakers is required using this system. However, the 
group of 12 unrelated speakers served to compare the matching scores of MZ, DZ and non-twin brothers with speakers without any type of 
genetic relationship. 
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at the same time that it minimized the “observer’s para-
dox” (Labov, 1972) by avoiding the presence of the re-
searcher at the place of the recording. 
2.1.2. Speech samples
Speech samples were extracted from the fifth task of the 
corpus fully described in San Segundo (2013b, 2014). In 
this speaking task (informal interview with the researcher), 
the researcher is at one end of the telephone and one mem-
ber of each speaker pair at a time is at the other end of the 
telephone. In this interview, lasting around 10 minutes, the 
researcher asks each of the interviewees about any of the 
topics that they have been discussing with their twin/friend 
in the first task. Originally intended to elicit hesitation mar-
kers (i.e., vowel fillers) from the speakers, which could then 
facilitate glottal analyses (e.g., San Segundo & Gómez-Vil-
da, 2013, 2015), this corpus task was also considered the 
most appropriate for the ASR analysis. On the one hand, 
conversations here are long enough to allow the extraction 
of at least 120 seconds of net speech per speaker. According 
to Künzel (2010), this is the recommended duration of a 
voice sample to be analyzed using the ASR system Batvox-
TM. On the other hand, this corpus task presents the advan-
tage of having the same interlocutor in all conversations, 
i.e., the researcher. This leveled the speaking style of all 
speakers to the same degree of spontaneity/formality.7
The speech fragments (120 s of duration on average) 
were extracted from the audio files belonging to the first 
and the second recording session of each speaker (avera-
ge duration of 5 min). The speech material chosen for fur-
ther analyses was selected from approximately the middle 
of the audio file, in order to avoid the beginning of the 
conversation, where the speaker has not already settled to 
his ordinary speaking style. Prior to the labeling and ex-
traction using Praat (Version 5.3.79), the audio files were 
first aurally examined in order to remove extraneous noi-
se, laughter, clicks, cough, etc., following the recommen-
dations in Künzel (2010, p. 256).
2.2. Analysis tools and method
2.2.1. ASR analysis
For the ASR analysis, we have used the software 
BatvoxTM (Version 4.1), which is based on parameters re-
lated to the resonances of the vocal tract, basically 
cepstral coefficients. One of the main assets of automatic 
systems is that between-sample differences in the speech 
content are not relevant because ASR systems exploit the 
voice itself and disregard the linguistic content of the ut-
terances to a great extent. While this does not mean that 
BatvoxTM is independent of the language mismatch bet-
ween utterances to compare—which is not our case—, it 
still holds true that the relatively small influence of the 
linguistic content makes the extraction of speaker sam-
ples relatively easy, as there is no need for comparable 
phonetic units between speakers (in contrast with most 
traditional phonetic features). An overview of the first 
stages of a typical ASR system follows (see Kinnunen & 
Li, 2010, pp. 2–3)8:
•  Parameter extraction: transformation of the raw 
signal into feature vectors in which speaker-specific 
properties are emphasized and statistical redundan-
cies suppressed. 
•  Speaker modeling: the feature vectors extracted 
from the training utterance of a speaker are used to 
train a speaker model, which is then stored in the 
system database. The Gaussian mixture model 
(GMM; Reynolds, Quatieri & Dunn, 2000; Rey-
nolds & Rose, 1995) would be the most popular 
model for text-independent recognition, according 
to Kinnunen and Li (2010, p. 4).
Focusing on BatvoxTM in particular, its main characte-
ristics are, as explained in Künzel and Alexander (2014, 
p. 247): a 38-dimensional feature vector consisting of 19 
MFCCs plus their deltas, GMM-Channel-Factor analysis 
for the compensation of speaker models (Kenny, Boulian-
ne, Ouellet, & Dumouchel, 2005) and nuisance attribute 
projection (Campbell, Campbell, Reynolds, Singer, & 
Torres-Carrasquillo, 2006) for the test files. 
A comparison between the statistical model for the re-
ference speaker and the results for the target speaker’s 
model is carried out. The similarity score obtained after 
this procedure is then weighed using a reference popula-
tion. For this study, the system was set to identification 
mode,9 where results are indicated as normalized scores 
that can be used to calculate False Alarms (FA) and False 
Rejections (FR) rates, and eventually, EERs. This identi-
fication mode of operation was deemed the most appro-
priate for the purpose of this investigation (see Batvox 4.1 
Basic User Manual, 2013). As reference population, a co-
hort of 31 Spanish male speakers was used (from 
BatvoxTM databases), with characteristics matching those 
of the recordings in the twin corpus: male speakers, spon-
taneous conversations and high-quality recordings.
7 The importance of the same interlocutor is strongly linked to the theory of accommodation (Giles, Coupland & Coupland, 1991). More 
recently, a fast-growing research line investigating convergence and imitation patterns in speech occurring between speakers in the course of 
conversational interactions (see e.g., Pardo, 2006; Pickering & Garrod, 2004; Trouvain & Truong, 2012), provides further evidence that 
speaker interlocutors actually converge in a number of phonetic features.
8 More detailed information can be found in Künzel (2010, pp. 253–4) where he cites relevant bibliographic references in this field (Dry-
gajlo, 2007; Gonzalez-Rodriguez, Fierrez-Aguilar, & Ortega-Garcia, 2003; Przybocki, Martin, & Le, 2007; Ramos, 2007).
9 Note that, depending on the author followed, this type of recognition task could be named differently (e.g., verification task). Cf. Bimbot 
et al. (2004).
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The following tests were carried out:
•  Intra-speaker comparisons (matches or target 
trials): each speaker’s session one was compared 
with the same speaker’s session two. 
•  Inter-speaker comparisons (non-matches or impos-
tor trials): each speaker’s session one was compa-
red with all other speakers’ session two. 
•  Intra-pair comparisons: each speaker’s first session 
was compared with the first session of his sibling or 
conversation partner in the case of unrelated speakers. 
The first two types of comparisons served to test the 
general performance of the comparison system without 
taking into account the fact that some speakers are MZ, 
DZ or non-twin siblings. Yet, in order to investigate the 
magnitude of the sibling effect, the third type of test is 
also necessary. 
2.2.2. Performance measures
Assessing the output accuracy of a forensic-compari-
son system is a very relevant aspect in forensic sciences. 
Several measures and graphical ways have therefore been 
developed to evaluate such accuracy: for instance, the log-
likelihood-ratio cost (Cllr), originally envisaged for its use 
in ASR (Brümmer & du Preez, 2006; van Leeuwen & 
Brümmer, 2007) but also applied in forensic-comparison 
studies based in traditional acoustic parameters (e.g., Gon-
zalez-Rodriguez, Rose, Ramos, Toledano, & Ortega-Gar-
cia, 2007; Morrison & Kinoshita, 2008). Besides, Tippett 
plots (Meuwly, 2001) have also been used as a graphical 
method to present the output of forensic systems and to as-
sess its accuracy. In our study we have used EER, an ac-
cepted measure of the performance of an identification 
(also used in Künzel, 2010, or Künzel & Alexander, 2014, 
for the performance testing of BatvoxTM). The EER repre-
sents the point of intersection of matches and non-matches. 
Consequently, an EER of 0% indicates that there is no 
overlap of matches and non-matches, so neither FA nor FR 
occur. EERs were calculated using the Biometrics 1.2 soft-
ware (Biometrics 1.2, 2012).
3. RESULTS
3.1. Overall system performance
As explained above, we carried out three types of tests, 
which yielded results for intra-speaker, inter-speaker and in-
tra-pair comparisons. If we first look at the results for intra-
speaker and inter-speaker comparisons alone, we see that si-
milarly high coefficients of recognition are obtained for all 
the pooled four speaker types (MZ, DZ, B and US). This can 
be observed in Figure 1, which shows a 0% EER. The input 
values for the creation of this figure were of two types:
•  Matches (blue line): the values were obtained from 
the comparison of each speaker’s session one with 
his own session two. 
•  Non-matches (red line): the values were obtained 
from the comparison of each speaker’s session one 
and all other speakers’ session two.10 
The 0% EER indicates that there is no overlap of mat-
ches and non-matches, so neither FA nor FR occur. This 
shows that the overall system performance with high-
quality recordings and without taking into account the si-
bling effect (intra-pair comparisons) is perfect.
3.2. Sibling effect
When taking into account also intra-pair comparisons, 
in addition to matches and non-matches, the recognition 
coefficients are expected to be much lower, as the compa-
rison is not between the same individuals. However, di-
fferent patterns were observed depending on the type of 
speaker (MZ, DZ, B or US). This can be seen in Table 1, 
where the values obtained are classified per speaker (i.e., 
his intra-speaker coefficients) and per speaker pair (i.e., 
their intra-pair coefficients), depending on whether they 
are MZ, DZ, B or US. As it can be observed in this table, 
all intra-speaker comparisons yield similarly high coeffi-
10 To avoid comparing a speaker with his sibling or conversational partner, at least in this first analysis which does not take into account 
the sibling effect, only the even members of each speaker pair were selected, both for the matches and non-matches. That is, only speakers 02, 
04, 06, etc., were used in the analysis. Following the methodology described in Künzel (2010), in order to facilitate this task, one member of 
the twin pairs was labeled red (the odd numbers) and the other member was labeled blue (the even numbers). Figure 1 shows the EER (0%) 
using the blue speakers. The same test was repeated using only the red speakers and a very similar EER was obtained (0.07%). 
Figure 1: Cumulative distribution of scores for same-speaker 
comparisons or matches (blue) and different-speaker 
comparisons or non-matches (red).
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cients of recognition. In relation to the intra-pair compari-
sons, Table 1 is useful to observe the different values ob-
tained by different speaker pairs, i.e., the performance of 
the system can be analyzed per speaker or per speaker 
pair. The fact that the speakers in this investigation are 
not very numerous is an advantage in order to carry out 
this kind of detailed examination. For instance, if we look 
at within-group differences, the value of MZ pair 39–40 
(0.64) is very different from the other pairs’ coefficients 
(much higher in average).
If we are interested in the behavior of the groups in 
general, and not specifically in each pair, Table 2 and its 
corresponding figure (Figure 2) are more insightful and 
probably more appropriate to assess the system perfor-
mance depending on the speaker type. According to the 
information in Table 2, MZ intra-pair comparisons yield 
the highest values (i.e., the dissimilarity is the lowest, so 
they are the most similar speakers). From the average va-
lues obtained by the MZ pairs to the coefficient values 
yielded for US, we observe a gradation from largest to 
lowest, all through the average values of the DZ intra-pair 
comparisons and the B intra-pair comparisons. This trend 
is thus in agreement with our hypothesis, where we pre-
dicted the following scale (from more to less similar): 
MZ > DZ > B > US. In other words, the coefficient gra-
ding goes in the same direction as the “magnitude” of 
kinship relationship.
We have added to Table 2 the average coefficients ob-
tained in (MZ) intra-speaker comparisons. As expected, 
these same-speaker comparisons yield the highest coeffi-
cients. The inclusion of these matches in the table is in-
tended to serve as a baseline to which the rest of (intra-
pair) coefficients can be compared, under the assumption 
that nobody could be more similar to anyone than to him-
self, although some exceptions may occur in the case of 
MZ twins, as we describe in Section 3.3.
Table 1: Summary of the results for the different comparison tests. MZ: Monozygotic twins; DZ: Dizygotic twins; B: Brothers; US: 
Unrelated Speakers. Divided columns are used in the intra-speaker scores for each pair member. Cases: xxvyy means speaker xx 
versus speaker yy.








Cases 01v01/02v02 01v02 13v13/14v14 13v14 21v21/22v22 21v22 25v25/26v26 25v26
Score 4.22 3.48 3.79 5.25 6.17 3.77 4.51 6.24 0.64 4.93 4.47 0.39
Cases 03v03/04v04 03v04 15v15/16v16 15v16 23v23/24v24 23v24 27v27/28v28 27v28
Score 4.82 4.79 2.65 4.27 4.87 2.53 7.76 5.27 3.31 3.99 4.29 0.64
Cases 05v05/06v06 05v06 17v17/18v18 17v18 47v47/48v48 47v48 29v29/30v30 29v30
Score 4.29 4.95 3.45 5.13 6.35 0.18 5.53 4.63 0.79 5.29 5.42 -0.66
Cases 07v07/08v08 07v08 19v19/20v20 19v20 49v49/50v50 49v50 31v31/32v32 31v32
Score 4.23 4.14 2.31 3.51 5.46 2.17 2.78 3.31 0.36 2.92 4.67 0.25
Cases 09v09/10v10 09v10 45v45/46v46 45v46 51v51/52v52 51v52
Score 3.64 4.06 2.66 3.44 3.83 0.40 3.80 3.52 0.71
Cases 11v11/12v12 11v12 53v53/54v54 53v54
Score 3.24 5.29 1.34 4.03 5.22 0.22
Cases 33v33/34v34 33v34
Score 4.55 6.06 3.20
Cases 35v35/36v36 35v36
Score 6.44 3.94 4.93
Cases 37v37/38v38 37v38
Score 5.41 4.52 3.54
Cases 39v39/40v40 39v40
Score 6.05 6.74 0.64
Cases 41v41/42v42 41v42
Score 4.68 5.9 3.53
Cases 43v43/44v44 43v44
Score 4.43 4.08 2.59
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3.3. Special case study: MZ twins
The MZ intra-pair comparisons deserve special consi-
deration. As they represent the cases of highest similarity 
in human beings, they have been more often studied than 
the other types of kinship relationships considered in this 
investigation. In the case of FSC carried out using auto-
matic recognition methods, the existence of previous stu-
dies that have also used BatvoxTM for the voice compari-
son of MZ twins gives us the opportunity to compare our 
results with previous findings.
For the MZ twins participating in our study, we have 
considered useful to compare the coefficients obtained by 
each speaker in the intra-speaker (IS) comparisons with the 
coefficients obtained by these same speakers in the intra-
pair (IP) comparisons. Table 3 contains this information, 
extracted from the general results shown in Table 1.
We have calculated an IS–IP value to measure the di-
fference between the IS comparison coefficient and the IP 
comparison coefficient. This has been done per speaker 
and speaker pair. Note however that for the IS coefficients, 
we have only taken into account the values obtained by one 
member of the pair: the twin member with the even num-
ber in his pair (i.e., 02, 04, 06, 08, etc.). The selection of the 
IS coefficients of the odd pairs did not yield any negative 
value. That is the reason why we show the results of the 
even numbers; as explained above, the interest of this cal-
Table 2: Average coefficients per speaker type and test type. All the intra-pair values per speaker type but also 
the intra-speaker values for MZ twins (last row) are shown, in order to highlight the grading in values (from 
lowest to largest), where the lowest means more dissimilar and the largest, more similar.




Non-twin brothers (B) 1.28
Dyzigotic twins (DZ) 1.81
Monozygotic twins (MZ) 2.89
Monozygotic twins (MZ) Intra-speaker 4.83
Table 3: For each of the MZ twin pairs, we show the IS–IP 
value, calculated as the difference between the intra-speaker 
(IS) comparison coefficient and the intra-pair (IP) 
comparison coefficient. Cases: xxvyy means speaker xx 
versus speaker yy. Only two out of 12 cases (greyshaded) 










01v02 3.48 3.79 –0.31 
03v04 4.79 2.65 2.14 
05v06 4.95 3.45 1.50 
07v08 4.14 2.31 1.83 
09v10 4.06 2.66 1.40 
11v12 5.29 1.34 3.95 
33v34 6.06 3.20 2.86 
35v36 3.94 4.93 –0.99 
37v38 4.52 3.54 0.98 
39v40 6.74 0.64 6.10 
41v42 5.9 3.53 2.37 
43v44 4.08 2.59 1.49 
Figure 2: Grading of average coefficients from US (Unrelated 
Speakers) to MZ (Monozygotic) intra-speaker comparisons: the 
larger the value, the more similarity. Grey is used for intra-pair 
comparisons while black is used for intra-speaker comparisons; 
B: brothers; DZ: dizygotic.
culation lies in finding any possible speaker pair subject to 
discrimination errors by the system under test.
As shown in Table 3, only two cases out of 12 MZ 
pairs show a negative value in their IS–IP value, meaning 
that the IP coefficient is larger than the IS coefficient. 
This implies that in these two cases the automatic system 
BatvoxTM would not be able to discriminate between one 
twin and the other. In positive values, we can say that in 
83.3% of the total MZ cases, the system identifies an 
identical twin without falsely accepting his co-twin. In 
Figure 3 we draw the IP and IS coefficient values per MZ 
twin pair, in IS-decreasing order to show how the trend 
“large IS–small IP” is followed in all cases except in the 
last two, corresponding to the MZ pairs 01v02 and 35v36, 
as we could also observe in Table 3. These two pairs ac-
count for the 16.7% not confirming the hypothesis that IS 
comparisons are always larger than MZ IP comparisons. 
However, as we will discuss below, this small percentage 
is in agreement with previous studies.
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The two specific cases of MZ twins that were not be 
recognized by the system explain the 9.9% EER obtained 
in Figure 4, where the line for matches (right line) is used 
in this case for intra-pair comparisons (only MZ) and the 
line for non-matches (left curve) represents the inter-
speaker comparisons. 
In Figure 5, we have added the curves in Figure 1, 
which showed the overall system performance. The line 
further to the right (black) is for IS comparisons of all the 
speakers in the corpus, and the other right line (blue) repre-
sents the IP comparisons, only for MZ. In this new figure, 
one can distinguish a left-shift from the general IS-curve to 
the MZ IP-curve, which indicates the performance deterio-
ration from a situation where the system has to recognize 
same speakers to a situation where identical-twin recogni-
tion takes place. The lines for the non-matches in both ca-
ses (compare the two curves rising to the left) are practica-
lly identical. In both cases, they represent different-speaker 
comparisons, while in one case (yellow curve, i.e., non-
matches in Figure 1) these tests compared the first session 
of each speaker with the first session of all the other 
speakers in our corpus; and in the other case (red line, i.e, 
non-matches in Figure 4), the different-speaker tests were 
obtained from comparing each speaker’s first session with 
all the other speakers’ second session. 
4. DISCUSSION
Several aspects can be discussed in relation to the re-
sults obtained with the automatic system BatvoxTM. On 
the one hand, we have tested the overall system perfor-
mance with our speakers as tests and models, i.e., without 
taking into account the fact that part of these speakers are 
twins or siblings. This test has yielded intra- and inter-
speaker comparisons. In other words: matches (for same-
speaker comparisons) and non-matches (for different 
speaker comparisons). The 0% EER obtained for this first 
test shows that there were no FA or FR, which indicates a 
perfect performance of the system.
On a second test, we introduced the concept of intra-
pair (IP) comparison while taking into account the fact 
that out of the 54 speakers considered, 24 were MZ twins, 
10 were DZ twins, eight were non-twin siblings and 12 
were unrelated speakers. The results of comparing each 
speaker with his pair corroborated the hypothesis that 
higher similarity values would be found in MZ twins than 
in DZ twins, in siblings or in unrelated speakers. On ave-
rage, higher coefficients were obtained by MZ IP-compa-
risons, followed by DZ twins, brothers and unrelated 
11 The only difference between both curves rising to the left in Figure 5 is that one (yellow) compared first session of every speaker with 
first session of all other speakers, while the other (red) compared first session of every speaker with second session of all other speakers.
Figure 3: IS–IP difference per speaker pair. We show in the 
x-axis the 12 MZ (monozygotic) pairs and in the y-axis the 
coefficient values for IS (intra-speaker) comparisons (grey) and 
IP (intra-pair) comparisons (black). Only the two last twin pairs 
would not be discriminated by the system.
Figure 4: Cumulative distribution of scores for intra-pair (IP) 
comparisons or matches (blue) and inter-speaker (IS) 
comparisons or non-matches red). The EER obtained is 9.9%, 
indicating that some overlap between matches 
and non-matches exist.
Figure 5: Lines rising to the right: cumulative distributions 
of scores for all-speakers intra-speaker (IS) comparisons (black 
line) and MZ intra-pair (IP) comparisons (blue line, crossing 
at the EER 9.9%). Curves rising to the left (yellow and red): 
both represent the cumulative distribution of IP comparisons 
or non-matches.11
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speakers, in that order. This is the scale that we expected 
taking into account the degree of shared genes and shared 
environmental factors by pairs in these four speaker types 
(see Section 1).
Finally, when the IP comparison values only for the 
MZ twins were compared with the non-matches, we ob-
tained a 9.9% EER, so a left-shift was observed in Figure 
5 from the general IS-curve to the MZ IP-curve. This re-
presents the deterioration in the system performance from 
a situation where the recognition is between same 
speakers to a situation where identical-twin recognition 
takes place. These results could be compared with the 
11% EER obtained by Künzel (2010), who also studied 
MZ twins. Although he studied both male and female tw-
ins, and two speaking styles (read speech and sponta-
neous speech) we have considered here only the results 
for male twins and spontaneous speech. The male partici-
pants in Künzel’s study were nine MZ pairs while in our 
investigation there are 12 pairs. Yet the EER percentages 
are very similar, indicating that the rate of false acceptan-
ce of other twin by this system is around 10%. Having a 
closer look at the data for the individual twin pairs (i.e., 
comparing the IP and the IS values), Künzel found that 
some speakers were more easily identified than others. 
Our study also points in this direction, as the coefficients 
in the IS and IP comparisons differ between pairs, someti-
mes considerably (see Table 3 and Figure 3). In fact, as it 
follows from the literature review carried out in San Se-
gundo (2014)—and summarized in the introduction to 
this article—this heterogeneity appears as a common fac-
tor in most studies on twins’ voices. Previous analyses 
derived from the same corpus of Spanish twins showed 
the same phenomenon, namely that different twin pairs 
exhibit different results when an IP comparison is carried 
out, regardless of the type of phonetic-acoustic examina-
tion, be it formant trajectories (San Segundo, 2014) or 
glottal characteristics (San Segundo & Gómez Vilda, 
2013). Indeed, this need not be a characteristic exclusi-
vely linked to twins but common in speaker recognition. 
As Doddington, Liggett, Martin, Przybocki, and Rey-
nolds (1998) explain, different speaker typologies could 
be established on the basis on how easily recognized/imi-
tated speakers are. This implies that, in terms of FA and 
FR, “a considerable amount of the errors in an experi-
ment, may be linked to only a few speakers” (Künzel, 
2010, p. 264).
Apart from Künzel (2010), the other study that has 
analyzed twins’ voices using BatvoxTM (Version 3.0) fo-
cused only on female voices (Kim, 2010), so the results in 
that study are not comparable with ours. From the investi-
gation of Künzel (2010) we know that there is an impor-
tant sex-related difference in the performance of the auto-
matic system, this being superior for male as compared to 
female voices (see Section 1.2). Yet, it is worth-mentio-
ning that Kim (2010) also found that in nine out of 22 ca-
ses, twins could be misidentified. She specifically refers 
to a situation where intra-twin LRs in the same speaking 
style condition were higher than intra-speaker LRs in di-
fferent speaking style condition.
5. CONCLUSIONS
It is well known that the vocal tract is made up of 
different cavities (oral, nasal and pharyngeal). Each of 
these cavities has a resonance profile, which is supposed 
to be somehow typical and idiosyncratic for each 
speaker, at least similarly to what happens with other 
parts of the human anatomy, which are more or less in-
dividual (Künzel, 2010, p. 40). Automatic methods in 
general (as explained above), and BatvoxTM specifically, 
extract a set of features representing the resonance profi-
le of the vocal cavities of a speaker (MFCCs) and crea-
tes a multidimensional vector. These are the kind of pa-
rameters (low-level features) used in this type of 
analysis, in contrast with high-level features, which 
would refer to other linguistic aspects that also serve to 
characterize a speaker, such as intonation patterns, pau-
sing behavior, jargon, sociolect, regional coloring, etc. 
(see Kinnunen & Li, 2010; Künzel & Alexander, 2014). 
No separation of linguistic or phonetic units is made, 
therefore, under the automatic approach. This is why 
Jessen (2008) classifies this type of automatic methods 
as holistic: “The distribution of the MFCCs over the en-
tire course of the recording of a speaker is determined. 
(…) no segmentation of the speech stream into different 
linguistic categories, such as consonants, vowels or sy-
llables is performed” (p. 699).12
According to what has just been explained, we hy-
pothesized that the cepstral features in which this ASR 
system is based would be strongly gene-dependent, as 
they depend largely on anatomical–physiological founda-
tions. Therefore, higher similarity values should be found 
in MZ twins (100% shared genes) than in DZ twins, in 
brothers (B) or in a reference population of unrelated 
speakers (US). To the best of our knowledge, this repre-
sents the first investigation into the voice characteristic of 
Spanish twins and non-twin siblings from an ASR pers-
pective. Previous studies (San Segundo, 2010a; San Se-
gundo, 2010b; San Segundo, 2012; San Segundo, 2013a; 
and San Segundo & Gómez-Vilda, 2013, 2015) have tac-
kled FSC of this set of twins and non-twin speakers from 
different points of view (mainly glottal analyses and for-
mant trajectories).
The most important conclusion that can be drawn 
from this analysis is that—as we have hypothesized—the 
similarity coefficients yielded by the automatic system 
BatvoxTM decrease exactly as the kinship relationship of 
12 As explained in Jessen (2008), “as a means of smoothing the spectral shape and of making the outcome more realistic psycho-acousti-
cally, the spectrum is then passed through a filterbank based on the non-linear Mel scale. The logarithms of the filter coefficients are transfe-
rred to the cepstrum by application of the Discrete Cosine Transform. The resulting vectors are now called cepstral coefficients” (p. 699).
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the speaker pairs decreases. In other words, the score sor-
ting from largest to smallest resulted in the following sca-
le of values: MZ > DZ > B > US. 
In the introduction to this investigation we explained 
our reasons for sustaining the hypothesis that higher simi-
larity values (hence worse recognition) would be found in 
MZ IP-comparisons than in DZ IP-comparisons. In turn, 
these speakers would be more similar than non-twin 
brothers (B) and the latter more similar than unrelated 
speakers (US). The justification for this lies in the fact 
that MZ twins share 100% of their genetic information 
and in general they also share educational and environ-
mental backgrounds, while DZ twins share 50% of their 
genes but usually the same external influences as MZ tw-
ins. Sharing the same genetic information as DZ twins, 
brothers are supposed to share less environmental charac-
teristics due to the age gap; and finally unrelated speakers 
share neither their genes nor their environmental back-
ground. This reasoning gives rise to the scale: MZ > DZ > 
B > US, where “>” means “more similar than”; for the 
aim of our investigation, at least in voice terms. To our 
knowledge, this is the first time that this hypothesis has 
been tested for an automatic system using the four types 
of speakers mentioned (MZ, DZ, B and US). The un-
derlying idea behind this hypothesis is not foreign to pho-
netic studies, however. For instance, Künzel (2010, p. 
251) sustains that “the more similar the geometry of two 
vocal tracts is, the more similar will be the respective si-
milarity coefficients, or LRs” and that “this problem is 
particularly relevant to related speakers, most extremely 
for identical (MZ) twins” (Künzel, 2010, p. 251). As a 
matter of fact, the issue of how the comparison of very 
similar speakers can affect the recognition performance 
of an automatic system has been investigated before, al-
beit almost exclusively using MZ twins as participants.
When comparing our results with previous findings 
by other authors who have tested the same automatic sys-
tem with twins, we have been able to corroborate the wi-
dely reported finding in the ASR literature that some 
speakers are simply more easily identified than others. 
The 9.9% EER in our study corresponding to two out of 
12 MZ twins who would be misidentified is comparable 
to the 11% EER in Künzel (2010), indicating that confu-
sion or non-distinction between twins occurred. The issue 
of the “striking performance inhomogeneities among 
speakers within a population” was already raised by 
Doddington et al. (1998) and we already referred to it in 
the glottal analysis described in San Segundo (2014), 
where some cases (16.6%) were found of speakers exhi-
biting large self-unlikeness (i.e., they were very dissimi-
lar when comparing their first and second recording 
session). 
To sum up, testing the performance of an ASR sys-
tem using identical twins implies a strong reduction of 
inter-speaker variation and, as explained by Künzel 
(2010), this is a most challenging task since “the a prio-
ri chances for a target voice to be very similar to the re-
ference voice is much larger than within a set of unrela-
ted speakers” (p. 269). We agree with him in considering 
that “a system that identifies an identical twin without 
falsely accepting the other twin is probably fit for use in 
the forensic environment” (Künzel, 2010, p. 274). The 
explanation for this seems logical: the system works 
even when it is being tested in a disadvantageous situa-
tion, which could be compared with a situation where 
there is channel distortion or cross-language samples to 
compare. All these are challenging situations. However, 
a real case where twins’ voices ought to be compared is 
not the most frequent situation in a forensic setting, ba-
sically because of the low incidence of twin births (rate 
of identical twins is four per thousand; fraternal rate is 
22.8 per thousand). Yet, the importance of investigating 
twins’ voices goes beyond this pragmatic view, i.e., it is 
relevant per se, regardless of how many real cases invol-
ve the comparison of twins. First, the comparative study 
of MZ and DZ twins can reveal the genetic influence of 
the parameters under study (see EEA, Section 1.1). Hen-
ce the importance of carrying out studies with both ty-
pes of twins, not only MZ twins. The finding that certain 
voice parameters are genetically marked entails a good 
performance of any system that would be based on such 
parameters because the typical speakers for comparison 
would be usually genetically unrelated, which means 
that the system would be good at separating them. Se-
cond, the consideration of further types of kinship rela-
tionships, apart from MZ and DZ twins, such as non-
twin siblings can help clarify certain under-researched 
issues, such as the interplay between genetic and envi-
ronmental influences in voice. 
From the results of our investigation, we suggest that 
the cepstral parameters on which the automatic system 
BatvoxTM is based are genetically influenced. It is well 
known that these features relate to the geometry of the 
vocal tract, so some physical similarity between twins is 
expected to be encoded in DNA. Yet, the different use and 
configuration of the vocal apparatus could be exploited 
by twins in different ways, which could leave a generous 
margin for IP variation (Loakes, 2006; Nolan & Oh, 
1996). These different usage preferences—more related 
to learned aspects than to inborn characteristics—might 
be the key to explain the two out of 12 twin cases that 
were misidentified by the system, accounting for the 
9.9% EER. 
All in all, as a direction for future work, it has not 
been mentioned so far that neither the group of MZ twins 
nor the DZ twin group are homogenous as far as their ge-
nes are concerned. MZ twins can be monochorionic or 
dichorionic, depending on whether they share the same 
placenta or have two different placentas instead; they can 
also be monoamniotic or diamnotic, depending on 
whether they share the same amniotic sac or not. How 
this can affect the differences found between one twin 
pair and another, as well as the influence of epigenetics in 
twin differences, has not been fully addressed in twin voi-
ce literature yet. For instance, the fact that spontaneous 
mutations tend to occur more often in dichorionic MZ tw-
ins makes them more likely to differ genetically than mo-
nochorionic MZ twins (see Stromswold, 2006). Whether 
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the existence of different types of MZ twins affects 
their voice similarity or not is an open research question, 
which, in any case, would require specific DNA testing to 
obtain detailed information about the zygosity of the twin 
pairs.
As regards epigenetics, future research focusing on 
twins’ voices should pay more attention to this concept, 
which we briefly introduced in Section 1.1. Although 
only two “forces” are typically mentioned in the twin li-
terature to explain the (dis)similarities in twins voices, 
namely, genetic and environmental factors, the often-
neglected third factor, i.e, epigenetics (which explains 
the alteration in the expression of specific genes caused 
by mechanisms other than changes in the underlying 
DNA sequence) may play an important role in our un-
derstanding of the striking dissimilarities found for 
some twin pairs. 
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